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Abstract
We present a tool which integrates the Uniﬁed Modeling Language with a process-
oriented technique for component system speciﬁcation and design. We have trans-
formed the deﬁnition of process inheritance into deﬁnitions of inheritance of UML
diagrams. The deﬁnitions of UML diagrams inheritance have been built into the tool
to guarantee component system development with correct inheritance of component
behaviour.
Keywords: UML component speciﬁcation proﬁle, process semantics, process in-
heritance, inheritance of UML speciﬁcations, tool support.
1 Introduction
Reuse of components can be considered as reuse of component speciﬁcations. If
speciﬁcations have a formal interpretation, then the reuse of them follows some
formal rules. To be useful for practical design, these formal interpretation and
formal rules should be dressed in a standard, understandable form, such as
the Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) [8]. We present the tool that provides
an environment for design and reuse of component speciﬁcations in the UML.
The tool is implemented as a Rational Rose ADD-IN [9].
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Laboratories Eindhoven), R.Kuiper and L. van Gool (TU Eindhoven) for
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A component speciﬁcation is an abstraction from a component, represent-
ing suﬃcient properties of the component. According to the component deﬁni-
tion [12] such suﬃcient properties are contractually specified interfaces, explicit
context dependencies, possibilities for independent deployment and for compo-
sition by third parties. The interfaces and explicit dependencies of a component
deﬁne together a behaviour of the component in a predeﬁned environment in-
cluding other system parts. It is this behaviour that should be reused when
we replace an implemented component by another implemented component
or when we replace an environment by a diﬀerent environment. There will
be always other components, other elements of environment that cause the
same behaviour. That is why we consider a component speciﬁcation as an
interaction pattern, a process. Because of the abstraction from implementa-
tion, we specify the pattern in terms of roles, communicating via interfaces
provided by these roles. This gives us a freedom to implement several roles
as one implemented component or to represent a role by several implemented
components. This also allows us to represent environment and components in
a uniform and platform independent way [7].
A component speciﬁcation in our tool is a process term, actions of which
are operation calls and returns fulﬁlled by roles via interfaces. The component
process term is speciﬁed in the UML proﬁle which uses an interface-role dia-
gram and a set of sequence diagrams. We have transformed the deﬁnition of
process inheritance [1] to the deﬁnitions of inheritance at the interface-role di-
agram level and at the sequence diagram level. The deﬁnitions have been built
into the tool to support composition of components via correct inheritance of
component behaviour.
In Section 2 of this paper we provide an overview of the steps of the compo-
nent system design in the tool. Sections 3 describes the notion of component
speciﬁcation used by our tool. Sections 4 and 5 brieﬂy represent a theoretical
basis and describe implementation details for each step of design. Section 6
concludes the paper.
2 Component system design in the tool
Fig.1 shows the steps of the component system design in our tool:
1. A designer chooses parent components to inherit from. Interface-role dia-
grams of these components are drawn by the tool in the Rational Rose Win-
dow.
2. The designer extends parent interface-role diagrams by new roles and
interfaces using dialogs provided by the tool. The interface-role diagram of
the new component is produced.
3. The designer draws a set of sequence diagrams using the set of actions
derived by the tool from the interface-role diagram of the new component.
4. The tool constructs the process term corresponding to the UML speciﬁca-
tion of the new component.
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Fig. 1. Tool Usage
5. With the help of the tool, the designer deﬁnes action sets which should
be hidden and blocked in the process of the new component to derive process
of a chosen parent component. The tool helps the designer hide and block
those actions and compares the process-result of hiding and blocking with the
process of the parent component. This step should be repeated for each parent
component.
6. If at least one process-result of hiding and blocking is not equal to the
corresponding parent process, then the sequence diagrams which represent
the unreachable behaviour pattern are indicated by the tool. The designer
should correct the design of the new component.
7. If each process-result of hiding and blocking is equal to the corresponding
parent process, then the speciﬁcation of the system is saved in the Rational
Rose and the HTML formats.
3 Component Speciﬁcation
A component speciﬁcation in our tool is a process of type P = (A, p, p∗, pF , T, ) :
• A is a ﬁnite set of actions.
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• p, p1, p2, ..., pF is the ﬁnite set of abstract states from the initial state p to the ﬁnal pF .
• T is a set of transitions. A transition t ∈ T deﬁnes a pair of states (p′, p′′), such that p′′
is reachable from p′ as a result of the action a, denoted p′ a=⇒ p′′.
The process of a component is speciﬁed by a designer in the UML component
proﬁle by an interface-role diagram and a set of sequence diagrams. Then, the
process term is constructed by our tool (section 5.2) from the interface-role
diagram and the set of sequence diagrams. This way the abstract process
takes a concrete form of a process term.
An interface-role diagram is a UML class diagram where roles are repre-
sented by classes with stereotype Role. Interfaces of those diagrams specify
sets of operations, provided by roles. An interface-role diagram is a graph
IR = (R, I, PI,RI,RR) :
• R is a ﬁnite set of roles. Each role r ∈ R depicted by a box has a set of players PLr
(instances of roles). If the number of players |Plr| is more than one, the number is drawn
near the role.
• I is a ﬁnite set of interfaces depicted by circles. Each interface i ∈ I has a set of results
Resi of the interface. Results are shown as sets of values near the interface.
• PI ⊆ {(r, i)| r ∈ R, i ∈ I} deﬁnes a ﬁnite set of interfaces provided by roles. The relation
is depicted by a solid line between a role and an interface.
• RI ⊆ {(r′, (r, i))| r′, r ∈ R, i ∈ I, (r, i) ∈ PI} deﬁnes a ﬁnite set of interfaces required by
roles. A required interface is drawn by a dash arrow connecting a role and a provided
interface. The arrow is directed to the interface.
• RR ⊆ {(r, r′)| r, r′ ∈ R} is the relation of inheritance on the set of roles. The relation is
shown by a solid line with the triangle end r′ −✄r directed from child r′ to parent r.
The set of required interfaces from the interface-role diagram of a component
speciﬁes the set of action names AIR for the process corresponding to the
component [11]. In this paper all roles have only one player, so an action name
for an operation call a = r1name.r
2
name.iname means ”role r
1 calls interface iname of
role r2” (Fig.2b). An action name for an operation return b = r1name.r2name.iname :
res, means ”role r2 returns result res responding to the operation call a”.
A sequence diagram is a tuple s = (R× PL,As) :
• R × PL is a set of players of roles from the interface-role diagram. A player of a role is
represented by a box with a dash line drawn down from the box [8] (Fig.2c);
• As is a set of labelled arcs. An arc (v, w, l) ∈ As is drawn as an arrow from the line of
player v to the line of player w with label l, where
· Elements v, w ∈ R× Pl;
· A label l is a tuple l = (n, ir, rp), where
- n = 1, 2, ..., N. Element n gives natural numbers to required interfaces on a se-
quence diagram from 1 to N . A natural number at an arrow allows us to distinguish
several occurrences of tuple (v, w, l) in a sequence diagram (1 : (v, w, l)), (2 : v, w, l))
etc (Fig.2b). We use these numbers as action indices a1, a2 etc.
- ir ∈ I ×Res is an interface call or return from the interface-role diagram (Fig.2c).
- If a sequence has repeated subsequences i = 1..m, then the repetition symbol rp is
used to indicate the start rp = sti and the end rp = fi of a repeated subsequence i.
rp = {ω, sti, fi}. By convention we omit the empty value rp = ω for all elements of As,
which do not start or end any repeated subsequence.
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Set of actions A of the process is exactly deﬁned by the sets As of actions
from the sequence diagrams. A is a multiset deﬁned on a subset of AIR by
sequence diagrams (an operation call (return) from an interface-role diagram
can be made several times on sequence diagrams).
The speciﬁcation of a component in our tool contains three consistent
parts: an interface-role diagram with a corresponding set of actions, a set of
sequence diagrams and a process term.
3.1 Example of a Component Specification
User
<<Role>> IDataSeries:
structure Graph Maker
<<Role>>
IGetGraph
{true, false}
Graph Drawer
<<Role>>
IDraw:
structure
a) Interface-role diagram
a1 - User.Graph Maker.IGetGraph
a2 - Graph Maker.User.IDataSeries
a3 - Graph Maker.User.IDataSeries:structure
a4 - Graph Maker.Graph Drawer.IDraw
a5 - Graph Maker.Graph Drawer.IDraw:structure
a6 - User.Graph Maker.IGetGraph:true
a7 - User.Graph Maker.IGetGraph:false
b) Set of actions
: User : Graph Maker : Graph Drawer
1: IGetGraph
2: IDataSeries
3: IDataSeries:structure
4: IDraw
5: IDraw:structure
6: IGetGraph:true
a1
a3
a4
a5
a6
a2
: User : Graph Maker
1: IGetGraph
2: IDataSeries
3: IDataSeries:structure
4: IGetGraph:false
a1
a2
a3
a7
c) Set of sequence diagrams
p1 = start*CreatePlayers*a1*a2*a3*(a4*a5*a6+a7)*final
d) Process term
Fig. 2. Speciﬁcation of component Graph Designer
The speciﬁcation of component Graph Designer is shown in Fig.2. To sim-
plify the picture we assume that each role has only one player, so, it is possible
to talk about an interaction between roles. The behaviour pattern of Graph
Designer is the following: role User asks role Graph Maker via interface IGet-
Graph to draw a graph of a predeﬁned type; role Graph Maker demands data
series from role User via interface IDataSeries; User sends data series to Graph
Maker by means of action IDataSeries: structure. Next steps correspond to
the pair of actions, which Graph Maker and Graph Drawer perform before the
visualization of the graph. Graph Maker commands Graph Drawer to draw
the graph using interface IDraw. Graph Drawer prepares data structures to
be drawn and returns them as a result via the same interface. The last action
is response IGetGraph: true from Graph Maker to User on the user’s request
from the ﬁrst step. This successful visualization of a graph is presented by
the left sequence diagram in Fig. 2.
The second sequence diagram in Fig. 2 corresponds to the case, when the
user’s data are not complete or correct to be drawn. In this case, Graph Maker
returns result IGetGraph: false to User.
The set of actions of component Graph Designer and its process term p1 are
also shown in Fig. 2. We discuss constructing process terms in section 5.2.
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4 Steps 1,2: Inheritance of Interface-role Diagrams
4.1 Steps 1,2: Definition of Inheritance at the Interface-role Diagram Level
Our tool provides inheritance of previously speciﬁed components, single and
multiple, nested with any depth.
To deﬁne inheritance between interface-role diagrams, we use inheritance on roles, which
is deﬁned in the UML and represented by arrows with the triangle ends. If role r1 inherits
role r2, then we note this as follows r1 −✄r2.
Let interface-role diagrams IRp1 , ..., IRpn and IRq be given:
IRpi = (Rpi , Ipi , P Ipi , RIpi , RRpi), i = 1...n, IRq = (Rq, Iq, P Iq, RIq, RRq).
Interface-role diagram IRq inherits interface-role diagrams IRpi , if and only if there is an
interface-role diagram IRnew = (Rnew, Inew, P Inew, RInew, RRnew), such that
1. Roles. Rq = Rp1 ∪ ... ∪Rpn ∪Rnew, Rp1 , ..., Rpn , Rnew are disjoint ,
2. Interfaces. Iq = Ip1 ∪ ... ∪ Ipn ∪ Inew, Ip1 , ..., Ipn , Inew are disjoint,
3. Inheritance relation on roles.
RRq = RRp1 ∪ ... ∪RRpn ∪RRnew ∪RRd1 ∪ ... ∪RRdn , where ∀i = 1..n :
RRdi = {(rpi , rnew)| rpi ∈ Rpi , rnew ∈ Rnew, & rnew −✄rpi}, RRdi = ∅.
So, the relation RRdi defines subset of roles Rdi ⊆ Rnew, which have parents in set Rpi .
4. Provided interfaces. PIq = PIp1 ∪ ... ∪ PIpn ∪ PInew ∪ PId1 ∪ ... ∪ PIdn ,
P Idi = {(rdi , i) | rdi ∈ Rdi , i ∈ Ipi , ∃r ∈ Rpi , such that rdi−✄r, and (r, i) ∈ PIp1) }.
Provided interfaces from roles-parents are duplicated in roles-inheritors.
5. Required interfaces. RIq = RIp1 ∪ ... ∪RIpn ∪RInew ∪RId1 ∪ ... ∪RIdn ,
RIp = RIp1 ∪ ... ∪RIpn ; RId = RId1 ∪ ... ∪RIdn ,
RIdi = {(xdi , (rdi , i)) | rdi , xdi ∈ Rdi , i ∈ Ipi , ∃r, x ∈ Rpi , such that rdi −✄r, xdi −✄x and
(r, i) ∈ PIpi and (x, (r, i)) ∈ RIpi}.
Required interface i is inherited by role xd from role x if there is new role rd, which inherits
role-provider r of this interface.
The roles of the interface-role diagram IRnew, which extends parent interface-
role diagrams, cannot require interfaces of parent roles from the interface-role
diagrams IRpi and roles from IRpi cannot require interfaces of roles from
IRnew. To reuse an interface provided by a parent role and required by another
parent, both parent roles should be inherited by roles of the interface-role di-
agram IRnew. This way the parent interface is duplicated in the interface-role
diagram IRq of the new component. The interface-role diagram IRq deﬁnes n
duplicating functions ρ
RIdi
RIpi
, i = 1..n, one duplicating function for each parent.
4.2 Step 1: Inheritance of Parent Interface-Role Diagrams. Implementation
To illustrate the inheritance at the interface-role diagram level we consider an
example. Let us construct component Graph Designer with a Database that
accepts data series for graph drawing both from a user and from a database.
We have already speciﬁed component Graph Designer. We should extend this
speciﬁcation by the possibility to accept data series from a database.
When a designer starts a new Rational Rose model, our tool provides
the possibility to choose a set of parent speciﬁcations. These speciﬁcations
have been stored in the form of Rose controllable units in separate ﬁles with
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extensions ’*.sui’. The speciﬁcation of Graph Designer has been stored in
ﬁle graph1.sui (Fig.3). The designer can choose ﬁle graph1.sui in standard
Windows Open... dialog. Then the designer gives name ’Graph2’ to our new
component Graph Designer with a Database and describes brieﬂy the features
of the new component (Fig.3).
After loading graph1.sui, the tool creates new category Graph2 in Ra-
tional Rose standard category Logical View. Category Graph2 contains
subcategories Role Diagram, Package Diagram and Data Type Dia-
gram (Fig.3).
Category Role Diagram initially contains copies of all inherited parent
interface-role diagrams. This category is empty if we design a component with-
out parents. In our case, a copy of interface-role diagram of Graph Designer
is automatically placed by our tool into the child interface-role diagram.
Complete speciﬁcations of parent components are also copied as subcate-
gories into the child category. But these subcategories serve as references only.
They cannot be modiﬁed within the child model. We use Rational Rose con-
trollable units system to provide version control. In our example, subcategory
Graph1 contains the parent speciﬁcation: the interface-role diagram, the set
of sequence diagrams and the corresponding parent process.
Category Data Type Diagram (Fig.4) is a Rose class diagram that ini-
tially contains some standard data types (integer, string and so on) to be used
in the deﬁnition of interface result values. Our tool provides the possibility to
extend this set by user deﬁned types. Parent user deﬁned types are inherited
by a successor.
Package diagram is created by the tool automatically (Fig.4). It serves
as a reference to dependencies between components. It cannot be changed
manually by designers.
Fig. 3. Step 1: Inheritance of a parent speciﬁcation
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Fig. 4. Data Type Diagram and Package Diagram
4.3 Step 2: Interface-role Diagram Extension. Implementation
At this step a designer has to provide reuse of parent functionality in the
new component. Also he/she should decide which roles and interfaces extend
functionality of a new product.
As it has been stated in the deﬁnition (section 4.1), parent roles and inter-
faces cannot be used directly. If a ”role-provider” and a ”role-requirer” of an
interface are inherited, then this interface is duplicated in the new speciﬁca-
tion. So, a designer creates new role New Graph Designer that has to inherit
the chosen parent roles and, therefore, the chosen parent functionality.
To introduce a new role into a model, a designer should perform the fol-
lowing steps:
1. Put a new class to Role Diagram of a new component manually using
the Rose tool palette. A class with default name NewClass is created.
2. Open the speciﬁcation of this new class. Our tool provides its own
dialog Specification for classes of Role Diagram. This dialog is available via
the Rose class context menu.
3. Name the new role. This step and the next steps are performed using
tool support via Specification dialog. The dialog window is shown in Figure 5.
The dialog is organized as a set of sub-dialogs (tabs in Fig. 5). Each sub-dialog
is used at diﬀerent steps of component speciﬁcation. The ﬁrst tab Informal
specification allows a designer to name and describe a role. (The Description
box is shown in Fig. 5). Stereotype  Role  is given automatically and
cannot be changed.
4. Specify inheritance relations for the new role if such relations exist. In
sub-dialog Specialization the designer moves items representing roles from the
list on the right hand side to the list on the left hand side (Fig. 6). The
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speciﬁed inheritance relation on roles is automatically drawn by the tool on
the interface-role diagram.
Fig. 5. We specify role New Graph Designer
Fig. 6. New Graph Designer inherits parent roles
In our example new functionality means that data structures for graph
drawing can be received from a database. So, a designer adds new role Graph
Data Source, which should present a database. Role Graph Data Source should
provide interface IDatabase Series. New Graph Designer has to require this
interface. A designer creates new role Graph Data Source using the described
above procedure. Next, he/she speciﬁes the interaction between two new roles
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Fig. 7. Graph Data Source provides interface IDatabase Series
User
(from Graph1)
<<Role>>
IDataSeries:
structure
(from Graph1)
Graph Maker
(from Graph1)
<<Role>>
IGetGraph
{true, false}
(from Graph1)
Graph Drawer
(from Graph1)
<<Role>>
IDraw:
structure
(from Graph1)
GraphData
Source
<<Role>>
IDatabase Series
{structure, void}
New Graph
Designer
<<Role>>
a) Interface-role diagram
IRnew
IRp
b1 - New Graph Designer.New Graph Designer.IGetGraph
b2 - New Graph Designer.GraphData Source.IDatabase Series
b3 - New Graph Designer.GraphData Source.IDatabase Series: structure
b4 - New Graph Designer.New Graph Designer.IDraw
b5 - New Graph Designer.New Graph Designer.IDraw:structure
b6 - New Graph Designer.New Graph Designer.IGetGraph: true
b7 - New Graph Designer.GraphData Source.IDatabase Series:void
b8 - New Graph Designer.New Graph Designer.IGetGraph: false
b9 - New Graph Designer.New Graph Designer.IDataSeries
b10 - New Graph Designer.New Graph Designer.IDataSeries: structure
b) Set of actions
: New Graph
Designer
1: IGetGraph
2: IDataSeries
5: IDraw:structure
6: IGetGraph: true
3: IDataSeries: structure
4: IDraw
b1
b9
b10
b4
b5
b6
: New Graph
Designer
1: IGetGraph
2: IDataSeries
3: IDataSeries: structure
4: IGetGraph: false
b1
b9
b10
b8
: New Graph Designer : GraphData
Source
1: IGetGraph
2: IDatabase Series
3: IDatabase Series: structure
4: IDraw
6: IGetGraph: true
5: IDraw:structure
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
: New Graph
Designer
: GraphData
Source
2: IDatabase Series
1: IGetGraph
3: IDatabase Series:void
4: IGetGraph: false
b1
b2
b7
b8
c) Set of sequence diagrams
p2 = start*CreatePlayers*b1*(b2*b3*(b4*b5*b6+b7*b8)+b9*b10*(b8+b4*b5*b6))*final
d) Process term
Fig. 8. Speciﬁcation of component Graph Designer with a Database
via the new interface.
• The speciﬁcation should start from the role that provides the interface, i.e.
from role Graph Data Source. In the Specification dialog of this role the
designer opens sub-dialog Interfaces provided (Fig. 7) and adds interface
IDatabase Series. The interface is created and the UML realize-relation
between the role and the interface is drawn automatically.
• Then, the designer opens Specification for the role that requires the interface,
i.e. New Graph Designer, and in sub-dialog Interfaces required moves items
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from list These interfaces may be required by the role to list These interfaces
are required by the role. The UML dependency relation between the role and
the interface is drawn automatically as a dash arrow. Let us notice, that
the tool includes inherited required interfaces as well as the the provided
interfaces as part of speciﬁcation of role New Graph Designer.
Eventually the designer has the interface-role diagram of component Graph
Designer with a Database, which is shown in Fig. 8 a. The tool also generates
set of actions A (Fig. 8 b), which is used at the next steps.
5 Steps 3,4,5. Inheritance of Sequence Diagram Sets
A sequence diagram set Sq of a new component which inherits a parent se-
quence diagram set can assume diﬀerent forms. It is not possible to predict all
possible variants of such sets. Our tool do not restrict designers in designing
of sequences, but it checks that the process constructed from the new sequence
diagram set inherits the process constructed from the parent sequence diagram
set.
Deﬁnition 5.1 Let parent sets of sequence diagrams Sp1 , ..., Spn and child set
of sequence diagrams Sq be given: the sets belong to speciﬁcations ISp1 , ..., ISpn
and ISq correspondingly; processes pi have been constructed from set of se-
quences Spi , i = 1..n; process q has been constructed from set Sq. Let all
processes be closed terms in a process algebra (PAτδ + RN + R)(A) (Table 1),
where A is the set of actions deﬁned by the interface role diagram and the
sequence diagrams of the system A ⊆ RIp ∪RInew ∪RId ×N × rp.
For any processes p1, ..., pn, q being closed terms in a process algebra
(PAτδ +RN +R)(A), process q inherits process pi if and only if
- there are sets Hi ⊆ A and Ii ⊆ A, Ii ∩Hi = ∅.
- process ρ
RIdi
RIpi
(pi) duplicated from the parent process pi is derived from the
process q in the process algebra (PAτδ +RN+R)(A) using hiding function δHi
and abstracting function τIi : (PA
τ
δ +RN +R)(A)  τIi(δHi(q)) = ρ
RIdi
RIpi
(pi).
The signature and axioms of process algebra (PAτδ + RN + R)(A), which
is an abbreviation for Process Algebra with inaction δ, silent action τ , renam-
ing RN and recursion R, are given in Table 1. Axioms A1 − A7 formalize
alternative and sequential composition of processes, M1 −M4 - behaviour of
concurrent processes, constant a ∈ A∪{δ}. Axioms B1, B2 allow us to remove
silent action τ which does not enforce a choice. Axioms D1 −D4, T1 − T4 in-
troduce renaming operators. The blocking operator δH renames occurrence of
actions from H ⊆ A in a process term to δ constant. The hiding operator τI
renames action in I ⊆ A in a process term to silent action τ [1].
We have extended the set of axioms given in [1] by axiom R to deal with
cyclic processes and by axiom E to delete an empty process which is in-
troduced to the process term by our algorithm. The empty process does not
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belong to initial behavioural pattern and can not be blocked or hidden. Axiom
R allows us to construct nested cycles and sequences of cycles.
Table 1. Process algebra (PAτδ + RN + R)(A)
P, −set of processes, A− set of actions, A ⊆ P, δ : P, δ − blocking action
+− alternative composition, · − sequential composition,
‖ − parallel composition,
τ- silent action;  left process must perform the first action, P × P → P,
H, I ⊆ A, H, I are disjoint; δH , τI ;P → P,
A1 x + y = y + x M1 x‖y = xy + yx
A2 (x + y) + z = x + (y + z) M2 ax = a · x
A3 x + x = x M3 a · xy = a · (x‖y)
A4 (x + y) · z = x · z + y · z M4 (x + y)z = xz + yz
A5 (x · y) · z = x · (y · z) E # · x = x · # = x
A6 x + δ = x B1 x · τ = x
A7 δ · x = δ B2 x · (τ · (y + z) + y) = x · (y + z)
D1 a ∈ H ⇒ δH (a) = a T1 a ∈ I ⇒ τI (a) = a
D2 a ∈ H ⇒ δH (a) = δ T2 a ∈ I ⇒ τI (a) = τ
D3 δH (x + y) = δH (x) + δH (y) T3 τI (x + y) = τI (x) + τI (y)
D4 δH (x · y) = δH (x) · δH (y) T4 τI (x · y) = τI (x) · τI (y)
R : Let x · (r · x + w) be a cycle with the cycle body x, x is a process,
r is an action indication repetition, w is the output action i.e. the first action after the exit of the cycle
x · (r · x + w) · y = x · (r · x + w · y)
Process y which follows a cycle can not be added to the body
of the cycle r · x, but it is added to the output action w of the cycle
5.1 Step 3. New Set of Sequence Diagrams. Implementation
At this step the designer should decide how to implement the behaviour pat-
tern of the child component and how to inherit behaviour patterns of parent
components.
The designer creates a set of sequence diagrams via Rational Rose user
interface. Our tool provides an appropriate information support. All sets of
parent sequence diagrams are kept in the corresponding subcategories of the
new component category. They can only be used as references because parent
behaviour patterns have to be utilized via interfaces of players of new roles.
New sequence diagrams should be speciﬁed by the designer using the set
of actions collected by the tool (Fig. 8 b). This set of actions is available
during sequence diagram drawing. Each time when the designer speciﬁes a
new message (operation call or return) he/she has to choose this message from
a list of predeﬁned actions (Fig. 9 a).
In our example, component Graph Designer with a Database should keep
the parent behaviour pattern and enrich it by new functionality. So, the
designer creates two pairs of sequence diagrams.
The ﬁrst pair of sequence diagrams corresponds to the behaviour pattern
of the parent component, it is presented on the left hand side in Fig. 8 c. New
roles interact via the inherited interfaces and implement inherited behaviour.
The second pair of sequence diagrams corresponds to new behaviour and
represents the access to a database speciﬁed by new role Graph Data Source.
This behaviour is similar to the parent behaviour except that in data ex-
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Fig. 9. a) Sequence diagram constructing; b) Graph form of the process term type
used in the tool.
change roleGraph Data Source replaces role User and role New Graph Designer
replaces both roles Graph Drawer and Graph Maker.
5.2 Step 4. Process Constructing. Implementation
To construct a process term corresponding to a set of sequence diagrams:
(i) We construct set of processes SP = { p1, ..., pf , ..., pF } corresponding to sequences
diagrams S1, ..., Sf , ..., SF :
(a) If a sequence does not contain repeated subsequences (rp = ω), we construct a
process term of type p = createP layers ·a1 · ... ·aj · ... ·an where createPlayers is
a set of create-actions. The create-actions are calls and returns of create-interfaces
provided by all roles of a component. Those create-interfaces are required by some
hidden role Factory. Actions aj ∈ As, i.e Pl × I ×Res, j ∈ N.
(b) If a sequence contains a repeated subsequence then we construct a process term of
type p = createP layers · a1 · ... · aj−1 · (st, aj) · ... · (f, aj+l) ·W = createP layers ·
a1 · ... · aj−1 · (st, aj) · ... · (f, aj+l) · (rC ·C +W ). Symbol r indicates a cycle in the
process. W is a process that follows the cycle. C = (st, aj) · ... · (f, aj+l) is the
body of the cycle from start action (st, aj) to final action (f, aj+l).
(ii) In set SP , we ﬁnd subsets Sp1, ..., Spk, ... SpK of parallel processes. Each pair of these
subsets has processes, which are started by diﬀerent players and have disjoint sets of
actions [10].
(iii) For each subset Spk, in which processes have joint sets of actions or/and are started
by same players we compose a single process term Zk. We apply a special tree-
constructing algorithm, which keeps alternative branches with possible cycles, nested
and/or sequential (Fig.9 b).
(iv) Finally, we construct process of type P := Z1‖...‖ZK .
The result process term (Fig.9 b) is easy to transform back to sequence di-
agrams: each acyclic path of the process graph corresponding to the process
term is mapped onto a sequence diagram; each cyclic pathC has the corre-
sponding acyclic pathA with number − of − repetitions = 0 and the corre-
sponding sequence diagram. The dialog for constructing the process term cor-
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responding to component Graph Designer with a Database is shown in Fig.10.
Fig. 10. Process term constructing for component Graph Designer with a Database
5.3 Step 5. Deriving Parent Processes from the Process of an Inheritor
To check correctness of inheritance designers should compare the process term
of the new component with the process term of each parent component. How-
ever those processes are incomparable, because they have diﬀerent sets of
actions. The interface-role diagram speciﬁes duplicating functions, which re-
late the actions of parent component and the actions of its inheritor. Our
tool provides renaming parent processes to make them comparable with the
process of the inheritor.
For example, our component Graph Designer with a Database inherits the
behavioural pattern of component Graph Designer (Fig. 2 c) and extends it by
the set of two new diagrams (Fig. 8 c). The interface-role diagram of Graph
Designer with a Database deﬁnes renaming function ρRId1RIp1 which duplicates
actions a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7 to b1, b9, b10, b4, b5, b6, b8. The duplicated parent
process p′1 = ρ
RId1
RIp1
(p1) = start ·createP layers ·b1 ·b9 ·b10 ·(b8+b4 ·b5 ·b6) ·final
is comparable with the process of component Graph Designer with a Database.
Moreover, our tool provides applying axioms for rewriting the process. For
example, duplicated parent process p′1 is derived from the process of Graph
Designer with a Database via blocking δ of new action H = {b2} starting new
subsequences :
δH(p2) = δH(start·createP layers·b1·(b2·b3·(b4·b5·b6+b7·b8)+ b9·b10·(b8+b4·b5·b6))·final) =
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(Axiom D1, D2 ) start · createP layers · b1 · (δ · b3 · (b4 · b5 · b6+ b7 · b8)+ b9 · b10 · (b8+ b4 · b5 ·
b6)) · final = (Axiom A6) start · createP layers · b1 · b9 · b10 · (b8 + b4 · b5 · b6) · final = p′1.
If all parent processes have been successfully derived, each component
speciﬁcation is saved in three diﬀerent sets of ﬁles:
1. A Rational Rose model (’*.mdl’- ﬁle). This ﬁle provides access to further
component modiﬁcations.
2. A set of Rational Rose category ﬁles with special extension ’*.sui’. This
set contains speciﬁcations of a component and all its predecessors.
3. A set of documentation ﬁles. It includes the main HTML-ﬁle with the
component speciﬁcation and a set of graphic ﬁles in EMF format containing
interface-role and sequence diagrams. The documentation is generated by the
tool automatically. A designer can choose the contents of the documentation.
If τ or δ actions can not be removed from a process term during the
derivation, i.e. if a parent process can not be derived, then the tool ﬁnds the
paths of the process and transforms such paths to the list of sequence diagrams
that become unreachable in a result of incorrect behaviour inheritance.
6 Conclusion
If we compare the approach implemented in our tool with other approaches,
then we can see the following situation.
On the one hand, designers using CATALYSIS [2] approach for component
system constructing have similar inheritance techniques at the interface-role
diagram level. However, the interface-role diagrams in CATALYSIS are not
connected with process semantics.
On the other hand, process semantics is widely used for the language of
message sequence charts (MSC) [6]. However, the semantics of MSC is quite
diﬀerent from the semantics of the UML sequence diagrams and the language
of MSC is not related to the UML interface-role diagrams.
Process semantics has been found to be suitable for the component mod-
eling. In paper [4] by D. Harel and O.Kupferman the behaviour of classes,
instances of which are considered as components, is speciﬁed in statecharts.
The trace set is used to deﬁne the notions of linear and branching reﬁnement
of the system corresponding to linear and branching bisimularity of processes
on the base of inheritance relation.
In software development process, process semantics is a useful step in the
UML component system design at early stages. Firstly, this semantics com-
poses UML diagrams to a consistent speciﬁcation. Secondly, it is used to
check inheritance of behavioural patterns. Thirdly, the process semantics can
be extended to a graph based semantics [3], an automata semantics [5,13],
which have been deﬁned for UML diagrams and proﬁles to verify a variety of
vital properties of component systems.
We have deﬁned and implemented process semantics for UML component
speciﬁcation and behaviour inheritance checks. The formal semantics of the
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UML with our tool support helps designers of component systems to prevent
semantic bugs hidden in behavioural inheritance of component speciﬁcations.
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